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’’ OGC 
Mr. Houston 7D01

^pu.wilijbe ir|terested at this 
; MOR frdm(Londop), which,we
solicited. It adds materially to ' 
the cable you have already seen. 
The Bureau's London representa
tive' was certainly more candid 
thanhis New Yorlc colleagues. I 
am sure you will want John Greant 
to see this tdp;x-..;x<J,:^:'^,’<
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Chief, European Division X HO INDUING REQUIRE0

INFO.

Chief, WOMUSE ONLY QUALIFIED DESK 

CAN JUDGE INDUING

r (5-/ \Chief, of Station, (London/ MICROFILM

SUBJECT

RYBAT/KEYWAY - Mr. Herbert Itkin
ACTION REQUIRED - REFERENCES

DIRECTOR 037202

Attached herewith is the Memorandum of Record for 
WOMUSE files as requested in reference.

John L. LAUTERBACH
Attachment: H/W

As Stated
Distribution:

3 - EUR w/att
2 - WOMUSE w/att
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38 Kay 1970

W&BMSMBL FOR IBB RECORD

SUBJECT: London I&EROO Handling of Mr. Herbert Itkin
BET l DIRECTOR 037203

i VF V'Xi

<
r o{ 1. olAsActiM Chief of(London Station^) X was called to 
BMOTHjby (SMUPROOTj (the BHOTwbquivalent of C/WH who also acts 
as JKLAHCE liaises controller fleer): on 18 May 1970. QSSXJPMKK)0/ 
asked whether an article which had appeared in the London 
Telegraph on 18 May to effect that Itkin was on a JKUM! secret 
alsBioo u Britain in 1968, van accurate.0 I^MOT^ expected to be 
questioned by the British FCO on this. Because X was unfanillar 
with the background of the Itkin, case, X agreed to ascertain 
the facts and cone back to ©KTEffiwitb the answer.

2. Before sending ay query to Headquarters (see iOHDOH) 
1813, X questioned the local Chief, LHERGO. He said he was 
surprised at the press assertions that Itkin had any connection 
with J&LAKC2at the tine he was in London in1965. Be said that 
he personally had handled Itkin here in connection with a 
criminal investigation.^) (JAGUAR) was at first net told about the 
local LMERGO/Itkin relationship, but did share the results of 
I thin's collaboration. Subsequently^ (JAGUAR) (^MIDOSE>)j)was able 
to accurately guess the source of Itkin*s information and/or the 
local Chief, 1UERGO had told (JAGUAR) he was using Itkin.

3. The local Chief, LKBRGO recalled that he had been led 
to believe by his own headquarters that there once had been a 
relationship between itkin and JKLAMCB but that that relation^ 
ship had been terminated before Itkin case to London. The local 
Chief, USNO said that he had not known and was surprised at the 
inference in the press that JKLABCB and WERGO had slnalttnqbusiy.. 
had relationships with Itkin as late as 1985.

4. The local Chief, LNERGO did not describe to no the 
nature of the investigations for which he used Itkin beyond the 
fact that they concerned criminal natters of interest to L88RG0

5. The local Chief, LKERGO permitted ne to tell (jBMOTH) that 
he had handled Itkin in London on a criminal natter about which 
QAGUAR^had been advised.

John L. LAUTERBACH


